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D 
67 Points possible______________________ 

1.  (2 pts) Hyperlinks are created using the <___> HTML element. To link to another webpage, use the ________________ attribute. 

2.  (1 pt) If you are linking to a webpage that is in your own site in the same folder, you use ______________ hyperlink references. 

3.  (4 pts) Write the code below that will create an email link to pres@gov.us below: 

<________   ________=__________________________________>Email Pres</a> 

4.  (4 pts) Write the code below that will create a link to the Google website using an absolute reference that opens in a new window. 

<________   ________________________________________________________________>Google</a> 

5.  (4 pts) Write the code below that will create a relative link to a webpage saved in the other folder of your site called more.html. 

<________   ________________________________________________________________>More Info</a> 

(4 pts) Look at the graphic  showing the file structure at right. Write the code that would appear on index.html that links to 

aboutme.htm. 

<________   _________________________________________________________________>About Me</a> 

7.  (4 pts) Look at the graphic  showing the file structure at right. Write the code that would appear on index.html that links to  

obituaries.html. 

<________   ___________________________________________________________>View Obituaries</a> 

8.  (4 pts) You can use the _____________ attribute to target elements within a page that can be linked to. Linking to those targets 

requires putting a __________ before the section name in the hyperlink reference. 

9.  (40 pts) Create the webpage shown below. The two restaurant names in the paragraph should 

link to their respective restaurant websites.  The email link should email to foodguy@food.com. 

The top paragraph should jump to targeted sections that should be named mcd and tb. 

Name: ___________________________________________ 

Date: ___________________________________________ 
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